Introduction

In recent years, the migration towards NAND flash-based storage and the introduction of Non-Volatile Memory Express® (NVMe™) have multiplied the opportunities for technology companies to "do storage" differently. The rapid growth and diversity of real-time digital businesses has demanded this innovation to allow new products and services to be realized. New storage products have therefore followed trends towards higher bandwidth, lower latency and a reduction in footprint and total cost of ownership – critical improvements for companies relying on large infrastructures. Recent market reports forecast that the NVMe market will grow at approximately 15% CAGR to reach $57 billion by 2020. The NVMe market continues to evolve and seeks further technological innovations in three areas:

1. Storage virtualization to increase flexibility and security
2. Localized data processing close to the stored data
3. Disaggregated storage for optimized infrastructures

In March 2018, Nallatech announced the 250 series FPGA products which provides innovative solutions to cater to the needs of the storage market. The 250-series product features the Xilinx® UltraScale+™ FPGAs and MPSoCs which offers ASIC-class functionality in a single-chip and fits the technology needs of the storage industry. By combining NVMe with reconfigurable logic FPGA and MPSoC, Nallatech is offering a new class of storage products with a critical differentiator in a fast-evolving market; the flexibility and reconfigurability of the Xilinx devices guarantees that 20-based solutions can remain current as the NVMe standard incorporates new features over time.

This application note describes how Nallatech’s 250 series of FPGA and MPSoC-enabled accelerator products can be used to allow customers to construct high-performance, scalable NVMe infrastructures for next generation IoT and cloud infrastructures.

The Technology & Characteristics

NVMe Express is a high-throughput and low-latency storage technology which has increased the performance and flexibility of existing datacenter infrastructures. By replacing current storage technologies like SAS and SATA with NVMe, IT architects have multiplied the available storage throughput of their datacenters. The NVMe protocol sits on top of the PCIe transport layer and can operate over PCIe 3.0, with new drives expected to become available in 2018, NVMe will soon support PCIe 4.0 rates. With NVMe over PCIe 3.0, NVMe can respectively transfer up to a maximum theoretical 4GB/s in the U.2 or M.2 4-lane form factor; for example, the Micron 9200 SSD U.2 drives display sustained sequential read/write performance up to 3.5GB/s according to the manufacturer’s website.

Beyond the additional read/write throughput, NVMe supports new features that improve a storage array over SAS or SATA equivalents. The NVMe protocol better fits the needs of enterprise environments by supporting 64K I/O queues. Previous technologies based on spinning disks showed limitations due to fewer queues. With NVMe, each of the host’s processes can have its own queue and manage it independently. Additionally, the NVMe specification provides a well-defined arbitration mechanism to assign priorities to each of the queues as well as support for MSL/MSI-X and interrupt aggregation. This finer grain tuning for read/write operations to the NVMe storage increases the overall system performance.

The NVMe specification also supports more efficient random I/O operations and outperforms SAS or SATA SSD technologies by a factor of 10 in 4KB random read tests. The performances improve-
ment for 4KB transfers better aligns with the requirement of enterprise software applications and operating systems. The support for multiple namespaces and the efficient support of I/O virtualization architectures like SR-IOV make NVMe the technology of choice in the datacenter. The high performance of the NVMe technology facilitates the sharing of hardware resources between several Virtual Machines or users. For example, 25 IOPS is a relevant estimate for the requirements of a power user in a virtualized infrastructure. With 700,000 random 4K read IOPS, a single NVMe drive could fulfill the need of 500 power users where 25 SAS HDD would typically be needed.

Bringing FPGAs and MPSoCs into the mix adds flexibility to an already performant NVMe datacenter infrastructure. The NVMe specification supports a superset of commands that not all NVMe drives support; by using IP-based NVMe controllers, adjustments to new NVMe equipment only requires a firmware update for reconfigurable logic instead of a hardware upgrade. In fact, over recent months, new innovative approaches to storage, like Open Channel, have caused a mini-revolution in the NVMe market. Large datacenter players are now pushing for a new NVMe hardware model. Microsoft recently introduced project Denali which specifies datacenter players are now pushing for a new NVMe hardware Channel, have caused a mini-revolution in the NVMe market.

The NVMe specification and highlights the requirements for a flexible NVMe hardware infrastructure.

As the new revisions of the base, MI and over Fabric specifications come out in the next few months, NVMe users will benefit from a flexible foundation which can adapt to the new NVMe requirements. The 250 series FPGA and MPSoC products provide a flexible foundation which can adapt to the new NVMe Channel, the functions traditionally performed in the monolithic SSD drives are offloaded to the host or an FPGA/MPSoC accelerator. Nallatech's 250 product series fits this new model and provides an agile solution which will adapt to the new models as they get finalized.

**NVMe Roadmap**

Since the creation of NVMe in 2011, the NVMe consortium has remained very active. In fact, the NVMe protocol is currently evolving from three perspectives defined in separate specifications. In addition to the base NVMe specification, the NVMe Management Interface (NVMe-MI) details how to manage communications and the devices (device discovery, monitoring, etc.) and the NVMe over Fabric (NVMe-oF) drives how to communicate with non-volatile storage over a network to present the protocol as transport agnostic.

Over time, as more users from various industries start adopting NVMe, the new users characterize their need for new features and introduce new ideas for the specification. The adoption of the NVMe protocol is still growing and it is generating innovation. Hardware and software companies are finding new ways to get to the memory through the introduction of new form factors, the creation of new products and appliances, etc. The focus of the NVMe ecosystem is to give users the means to scale into the datacenter or hyperscale infrastructures, and the protocol specification will continue to evolve in that direction.

2019 will see the release of revision 1.4 of the NVMe base specification which will lead to improvements in data latency, high-performance access to non-volatile data and ease of data sharing between several hosts. One of the features awaited by NVMe users, and cloud providers specifically, is IO determinism which will increase the quality of service during parallel execution of I/Os. By limiting the impact of background maintenance tasks to a minimum and containing the influence of noisy neighbors, the IO determinism feature will give users a consistent latency when accessing the non-volatile data. An alternative approach is the previously discussed Open Channel architecture. With this second method, the host takes over some of the management functions and only the data travels to the storage hardware. In this configuration, the drive’s physical interface to the host is limited to high-speed data lanes, there are no sideband channels. This example shows the impact and relevance of any changes in the NVMe specification and highlights the requirements for a flexible NVMe hardware infrastructure.

As the new revisions of the base, MI and over Fabric specifications come out in the next few months, NVMe users will benefit from a flexible foundation which can adapt to the new NVMe requirements. The 250 series FPGA and MPSoC products provide this flexibility but also solve today’s customers’ challenges and give them an immediate competitive advantage.

**Why FPGAs?**

Nallatech's FPGA and MPSoC products feature the very latest Xilinx UltraScale+ technology and fit the need of a datacenter increasingly focused on NVMe. FPGAs have provided programmable hardware solutions to multiple industries over three decades and are broadly used to solve computing and embedded systems problems in automotive, broadcasting, medical and military markets amongst others. At the same time, in recent years, FPGA manufacturers have introduced the latest and greatest in integrated systems design improvements to this proven technology.

The Xilinx UltraScale+ FPGA and MPSoC products use a 16nm process and improve the system performance by providing high-speed fabric, embedded RAM, clocking, and DSP processing. Besides, Xilinx devices have introduced faster transceiver technology (up to 32.75 Gb/s) for higher throughput connectivity into the network or the PCIe fabric. With their high count of serial transceiver channels, UltraScale+ products can connect to multiple PCIe interfaces at once and provide a data offload interface to a host CPU. In some cases, by replacing a PLX switch with an FPGA or MPSoC, the CPU can offload some of its processing and free up for other operations. The programmable logic of FPGA and MPSoC
also provide a deterministic and low-latency interface in a system which can give a clear competitive advantage in some use cases.

Recent FPGA families now also include embedded low-power microprocessors inside the device fabric. The UltraScale+ MPSoCs match the need of applications that require software as well as programmable logic by combining them into a single package. For example, the Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ ZU19EG features two processing units, one Quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 and one real-time Dual-core ARM Cortex-R5, in addition to a graphics processing unit, an ARM Mali™-400 MP2, for applications with hybrid computing needs. The ZU19EG MPSoC device makes for a very versatile chip especially well-suited for NVMe over Fabric or Open Channel implementation where the programmable logic provides a low-latency deterministic path for the storage data, and the ARM cores perform complex packet control operations or replace a host CPU in a CPU-less embedded system.

Over the last few years, Nallatech has remained at the forefront of the storage industry and contributed to its innovative growth by developing products based on NVMe technology. Nallatech recognized that FPGAs could reduce I/O bottlenecks and offer a direct high-speed deterministic path to NVMe solid state drives. As early as 2015, Nallatech partnered with Xilinx and IBM to develop an innovative NoSQL database solution. The 250 series FPGA & MPSoC boards builds upon the success of this initial product and adds features like deeper and faster onboard memory, network connectivity, system-on-chip and cabling options to server storage backplanes.

250 FPGA & MPSoC Product Series

The 250 FPGA & MPSoC product line comprises three FPGA adapters, the 250S+, 250-U2 and 250-SoC, which connect to a variety of industry-standard form factors like PCIe slots, OCUlink/Nano-Pitch, SlimSAS, MiniSAS HD, U.2 storage backplanes and more. The 250 series products fit right into an existing infrastructure’s PCIe fabric for direct low-latency access to the NVMe storage devices.

250S+ Directly Attached Accelerator

The first accelerator of the series is the 250S+. This FPGA accelerator features a Xilinx UltraScale+ Kintex 15P FPGA and four onboard four-lane 1TB M.2 NVMe drives (4TB of non-volatile flash total) in a low-profile 8-lane half-height half-length PCIe compliant form factor. Alternatively, for customers who only want to introduce FPGA computing in their system and already have storage available, the M.2 onboard connectors can cable out to OCUlink/Nano-Pitch or MiniSAS HD NVMe backplanes using Molex low-loss high-speed cabling technology. With 1,143K System Logic Cells, 1,968 DSP Slices and 70.6 Mb of embedded memory, the KU15P FPGA is the largest device of the UltraScale+ Kintex FPGA series and provides a significant amount of configurable resources to implement value-add features. The on-board DDR4 memory bank allows for additional buffering of deeper data vectors.

The Nallatech 250S+ is available in two configurations:
- Up to four M.2 NVMe SSDs coupled on-card to the Xilinx FPGA
- OCULink break-out cabling allowing the 250S+ to be part of a massively scaled storage array
This compact, high-density storage node provides an all-in-one solution for applications where the host needs to read or write data to NVMe drives at high-speed. The onboard FPGA device can efficiently orchestrate and process the streams of data to/from the storage presenting the drives as one or multiple namespaces or implementing RAID functionalities. The 250S+ can be used as a Directly Attached Accelerator (DAA) to virtualize storage allowing NVMe SSDs to be shared with multiple Virtual Machines providing a layer of isolation and security between the host CPU and the NVMe SSDs. The FPGA’s programmable logic also provides the option to packetize, compress or encrypt data inline with only a minor impact on the drive access bandwidth and latency; for example, Xilinx’s erasure coding IP introduce a negligible 90ns latency – far superior in raw performance compared to a CPU-based implementation. The 250S+ also addresses the checkpoint restart or burst buffer caching use cases; providing an easy caching solution for virtualized and standalone AI and IoT environments.

Directly Attached Accelerator (DAA)
- Virtualize the NVMe storage and share across multiple Virtual Machines
- Isolate the NVMe storage to increase security between the host CPU and the NVMe SSDs
- 250S+ & 250-SoC

250S-U2 Proxy In-Line Accelerator
The second member of the 250 series is the 250-U2. This accelerator board features a Xilinx UltraScale+ Kintex 15P FPGA (same as the 250S+) and one bank of DDR4 memory in a 2.5” U.2 drive form factor. Unlike the 250S+, the 250-U2 does not have any onboard SSDs directly attached to the FPGA. The novel design of this accelerator allows it to fit into existing U.2 storage backplanes in systems with no dedicated PCIe slots for additional compute power next to existing standard U.2 NVMe storage. This 250-U2 product takes on the role of Proxy In-Line Accelerator (PIA).

The 250-U2 can perform inline compression, encryption, and hashing, but also more complex functions such as erasure coding, deduplication, string/image search or database sort/join/filter. Depending on the computing needs of an application, the backplane population would show varying ratios of 250-U2 boards for NVMe drives. The 250-U2 sits in the U.2 backplane alongside the storage and features the same maintenance options as any other standard U.2 NVMe drives leveraging the NVMe-MI specification. As both the 250-U2 processing node and the storage connect directly to the PCIe fabric of the host server, DMA data traffic can bypass the CPU and global memory entirely for optimized end-point to end-point data transfers using technology like SPDK. With RDMA or peer-to-peer DMA solutions, the data flows directly between NVMe end-point bypassing the CPU entirely. These direct interfaces into the FPGA and MPSoc programmable logic significantly reduces access latency (Lusinsky, 20172). Alternatively, another use case for this hardware platform is as an offload compute engine and would fit nicely in a FPGAaaS scalable infrastructure.

Proxy In-Line Accelerator (PIA)
- Perform low-latency, high-bandwidth processing on local NVMe storage data
- Multiple host form factors 8-lane PCIe adaptor or 2.5” U.2
- 250S+ & 250-U2
250-SoC for NVMe-over-Fabric

The third accelerator of the series, the 250-SoC, features a Xilinx UltraScale+ Zynq 19EG MPSoC and can connect to both the network fabric through two QSFP28 ports (25Gbps line rates for 100GbE support) or the PCIe fabric through a 16-lane PCIe 3.0 host interface and four 8-lane OCuLink connectors. The ZU19EG is the largest device in its series with 1,143K System Logic Cells, 1,968 DSP Slices and 70.6 Mb of embedded memory. The embedded ARM processing and graphical units in the device package creates the ideal platform for a product with hybrid processing requirements.

The 250-SoC hardware versatility allows for direct access to storage from the network and supports NVMe-over-Fabric. NVMe-oF is the next generation NVMe protocol to disaggregate storage over the network fabric and manage storage remotely; NVMe-oF also provides additional flexibility over SAS to setup a network array on demand. Disaggregated storage or EJBOF (Ethernet Just-a-Bunch-Of-Flash) hardware reduces storage cost, footprint and power in the datacenter.

The Xilinx Zynq MPSoC chip offers additional flexibility for embedded systems. The MPSoC board can run an Operating System and its full software stack independently from a host CPU. With its high-bandwidth network features supporting up to two 100GbE ports and the onboard MPSoC, the 250-SoC removes the need for both an external Network Interface Card (NIC) and an external processor for NVMe-oF applications. The implementation of an FPGA-based NVMe-oF infrastructure is simple and performant because the data only follows through hardware paths which gives a low and predictable latency solution.

NVMe-over-Fabric (NVMEoF)
- Low-Latency and High-Throughput of NVMe frames over the datacenter network fabric
- 250-SoC

The 250-SoC provides a flexible array of solutions for the storage industry. The 250S+ and the 250-SoC tackle the need for virtualization and increased security by targeting the Direct Attached Accelerator use case. The 250-U2 and the 250S+ easily plug-in to an existing infrastructure as Proxy In-Line Accelerators to offer low-latency & high-bandwidth local data compute for the NVMe storage. And finally, the 250-SoC supports NVMe-over-Fabric as a hardware-only innovative method to disaggregate storage while supporting the latest generation NVMe protocols. As the NVMe market continues to grow, FPGAs and MPSoC solutions will solve the application challenges of NVMe products.

NVMe Applications

NVMe technology has brought disruptive innovation to storage and has a far-reaching impact on the datacenter infrastructure. The features of the protocol make NVMe the number one choice when designing a new product or application involving storage.

 Enterprise applications such as database acceleration require low-latency as well as high-bandwidth 4K or 8K data write transfer rates which are two requirements that fit perfectly into the NVMe protocol strengths. These characteristics place NVMe in the lead to implement redo log, for example, a use case where many transaction records get stored and for future replay if the database fails. For this use case, the 250S+ brings up to 4TB of NVMe storage straight to the edge of the FPGA reconfigurable fabric where the transaction records get gathered to the SSDs at high-speed ready for replay.

NVMe also alleviates the challenges of virtualized infrastructures and simplifies the implementation of VMs (Virtual Machines), stateless VMs and SRIOV where IO is the most common bottleneck. In the stateless VM use case, the IT manager needs lock down operating system images that corporate users do not modify. Users only modify their data and the OS image remains unchanged in the
NVMe storage; privacy and security between users is critical. For such IT infrastructure, NVMe storage is shared between multiple users. The 250S+ is an all-in-one platform to implement this application. Each 1TB physical drive gets divided by the FPGA IP so each user gets segregated and secure access to its OS image and data. The hypervisor manages the direct access to the fraction of drive without the need for an emulation driver which provides better performance for this I/O bounded application.

The “Big Data” market also brings opportunities for intelligent NVMe products which combine storage and processing since it is moving away from a batching approach to a real-time processing methodology. Map reduce problems are moving towards real-time analytics instead of batching and, therefore, they need a new tier of storage which is much faster than the GFS backend. The storage tiering now seen in IT infrastructures separates cold storage rarely accessed and low speed, to very fast SSDs, NVMe or NVM memories. In this use case, all the data gets recorded in the GDFS but then it is moved to a compute node with faster memory. The 250-SoC implementing NVMe-over-Fabric answers both these requirements as it gives access to high-speed storage and high-performance compute capabilities.

The deep learning industry has similar needs to the analytics world. The new generation accelerators for deep learning, i.e., GPGPUs, TPUs and FPGAs; these devices need large memory bandwidth to match the chips’ compute abilities. The training operations consume a lot of this high-throughput data, often multiple terabytes. Recent research efforts show that the FPGA fabric can accelerate training operations of certain network types. Therefore, combining both the storage and the compute engine onto one hardware platform reduces the latency allowing for more retraining cycles as the training dataset increases.

In the HPC space, local storage of the 250S+ and the remote version with the 250-SoC have several applications like checkpoint/restart, burst buffer, distributed filesystems or caching the job data from a scheduler. By running the algorithm close to the storage on the FPGA fabric, the footprint of the FPGA application remains low, while utilizing the storage fully and keeping the CPU free for other processing jobs. Instead of simply storing the data or using host CPU to compress or encrypt the in-memory databases, in which gigabytes of data are held in volatile memory but need to be backed up into flash on a regular basis. An FPGA-based system can process these snapshots of data for permanent storing into large NVMe-based storage arrays. For this type of operation, the MPSoC is particularly well-suited to perform more complex operations on the user data.

Finally, in the IoT space, there is a need for data filtering and preprocessing on IoT gateways where aggregation takes place as well as encryption for data after it has been received, the FPGA processes streams of data in real-time with bit-operations like encryption or compression and stores the data away on-board using the 250S+ or passes it to the storage backplane at the input bandwidth with the cabled 250S+ or the 250-SoC. FPGAs are also the platform of choice from blockchain calculations. Blockchain technology brings a differentiation to IoT gateways to provide an adaptive and secure method to maintain user privacy preferences of IoT devices.

**Nallatech’s Capabilities**

For over twenty years, Nallatech has helped industry specialists introduce FPGAs in their infrastructure to design, develop and optimize workloads. During that time, Nallatech Compute and Network solutions have provided a competitive advantage to customers in various industries including HPC, Finance, Genomics and Embedded Computing. Nallatech combines hardware, software, and system design expertise to guide customers looking to maximize the benefits of FPGA technologies in their products.
Conclusion

NVMe has and is still transforming the storage industry at a rapid pace. This new high-throughput storage technology provides a flexible storage solution for IT infrastructures. NVMe not only provides superior data write and read bandwidth compared to previous generation storage, it also leverages current PCIe and network fabric of existing datacenters. As NVMe becomes more popular, industry innovators are launching new products which support NVMe. All of the basic datacenter equipment is being updated to support NVMe; NVMe storage backplanes are now the new norm.

FPGA-based products for NVMe allow the compute to merge with the storage at the hardware level to reach higher application performance. With FPGAs, the processing of reconfigurable logic is directly attached to the storage through a high-throughput and low-latency pipe. Because of these characteristics, data can flow through the FPGA and be processed in real-time. Additionally, by using FPGA processing, the CPU cores become free to perform other tasks that can only run on the processor. With MPSoCs, additional capabilities are available to the system and combine high-speed data processing and control on the device which can potentially run in autonomy.

Nallatech FPGA and MPSoC-based storage products have been designed to target the needs of real applications and solve the challenges of IT infrastructure managers. Nallatech offers a path to production with the 250-product series. For more information, please visit www.nallatech.com/storage
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